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I. INTRODUCTION

T

echnology scaling has enabled integration of more
transistors on a single chip, helping higher speed and lower
power designs. Although beneficial, disproportional
scaling of transistors and electric field has led to multiple
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Abstract— Design for reliability is an increasingly important
design step at advanced technology nodes. Aggressive scaling has
brought forth reliability issues, such as Negative Bias
Temperature Instability (NBTI). The aging process due to NBTI
exhibits a significant amount of variability for a single device as
well as for multiple devices. As a result, long-term reliability
prediction from short-term stress measurement becomes
dramatically challenging. With increasing reliability concerns,
accurate statistical aging prediction is essential in order to develop
robust guard banding and protection strategies during the design
stage. To develop an accurate long-term prediction method under
variations, this work first collects statistical device data from a
65nm test chip with a resolution of 0.2mV in threshold voltage (Vth)
measurement. Comparing aging prediction from short-term stress
data (<20k second) with direct long-term measurement (up to 200k
second), we conclude that (1) the aging in a PMOS device follows
logarithmic time dependence, rather than conventional power law;
(2) traditional tn model overestimates the aging rate and the
variance for long-term behavior; (3) Trapping/De-trapping (TD)
based log(t) model correctly captures the aging variability due to
the randomness in number of initial available traps, and
accurately predicts the mean and the variance of Vth shift. These
results guide the development of a new aging model for robust
long-term lifetime prediction. Furthermore, effectiveness of the
new log(t) model is evaluated by the statistical aging data from
65nm ring oscillators. Compared to previous models, the new log(t)
model based on TD theory well captures the mean and the
variance of at the circuit level.
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Fig. 1. (a) Time exponent of the tn model extracted from 65nm
silicon data (Vgs = -1.8V) (b) Time exponent extracted from 65nm
bulk CMOS ring oscillators (RO) (VDD = 1.8V).

reliability issues [1]-[4]. Bias Temperature Instability (BTI),
Channel Hot Carrier (CHC) and dielectric breakdown are
predominant aging mechanisms affecting circuit performance
over the lifetime. Both NBTI and CHC result in the increase in
absolute threshold voltage (Vth) of a device and reduce the drain
current, thereby degrading the circuit speed and data stability at
longer stress time [5]. With gate dielectric thickness close to
1nm, the shift in threshold voltage (ΔVth) of a PMOS transistor
due to NBTI is dominant because of increased vertical field. In
digital circuits where transistors are more in the standby mode
rather than in saturation, NBTI is indeed the limiting factor for
circuit lifetime as compared to CHC. Accurate prediction of the
aging rate during early design stage is crucial for guard banding.
However, aging process under NBTI has shown a significant
amount of variations. Stochastic Vth shift under NBTI
complicates guard banding strategies in the long term. Hence, it
is critical to understand, simulate and mitigate the NBTI effect
in early design stages to ensure reliable circuit operation for
desired lifetime.
NBTI mechanism is often explained by the classical Reaction
Diffusion (R-D) model [2]-[5]. According to R-D theory, NBTI
is caused by interfacial charge generation and diffusion due to
Si-H bond breaking. Based on this theory, threshold shift
follows power law relation with stress time, where the time
exponent (n) is approximately at 0.16 and it should be
independent on process and operation parameters. However,
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Fig. 2. Significant variations of lifetime prediction due to
variation in time exponent (n) for a 65nm ring oscillator (RO)
assuming ~12% frequency shift at the end of the lifetime.

Fig. 1(a) illustrates that even from the same process and under
the same stress conditions, the values of n from three different
PMOS devices do not match with each other. Similarly, ring
oscillators of the same area and stressed at the same voltage
exhibits different shift in frequency as described in Fig. 1(b).
ΔVth prediction from R-D based tn model is very sensitive to the
value of time exponent due to the mathematical relation. Hence,
even a small change in n leads to dramatic difference in long
term prediction of circuit lifetime [6]-[10]. As demonstrated in
Fig. 2, lifetime prediction for a ring oscillator circuit using tn
model may vary from a day to a few years. Such wide variation
in lifetime prediction may result in infeasible guard banding
strategies for a resilient design.
Meanwhile, with improvement in measurement technologies,
evidence of charge Trapping/Detrapping (T-D) for PMOS
degradation has been accumulating [6]-[10]. According to this
theory, Vth of a device under BTI stress increases if a trap
captures the channel carrier; the trap may emit the carrier if the
stress is released. To highlight T-D process, a single 65nm
device is dynamically stressed under a sequence of 1.8V and
0V, with 36 stress and recovery cycles [9]. The device is
allowed sufficient recovery time before it is stressed again. Fig.
3(a) for Vth degradation of the same device clearly shows the
stochastic
nature
caused
by
random
charge
trapping/de-trapping. Vth at the end of stress time [Fig. 3(b)]
follows a normal distribution, showing no history dependence
of previous recovery. The degradation during the stress phase
instantaneously recovers when the voltage is tuned to 0V,
showing the process of de-trapping in BTI. The recovery cycles
in Fig. 3(c) clearly exhibits several discrete levels and time
constants, with almost no permanent component of previous
stressing, further confirming the dominance of fast T-D in BTI
for this 65nm technology. T-D based BTI model follows
logarithmic relation with time.
Both T-D and R-D mechanisms successfully explain the
threshold voltage shift due to NBTI depending on fabrication
technology. There are many publications indicating Vth shift is a
combination of fast T-D and slow R-D mechanism [11]-[14]. In
order to address the challenges of statistical aging and to
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Fig. 3. (a) Multiple stress (Vgs = -1.8V) cycles on the same device
after sufficient recovery time; (b) Randomness at the end of the
stress phase follows a normal distribution; (c) Discrete recovery
steps in the amplitude and time constants without any history
effect, implying the role of discrete charge trapping/de-trapping
that is stochastic in nature.

improve the accuracy of reliable lifetime prediction, this work
investigates the variability in aging using 65nm silicon data. We
propose a robust prediction method by understanding the
underlying physics based on Trapping/De-trapping (T-D)
mechanism [15]. The new set of compact aging models
enhances the robustness by accurately predicting both the mean
and variance for long-term aging. Moreover, this work analyzes
65nm RO data to identify and explain the stochastic role of
charge trapping/detrapping at the circuit level. The main
contributions of this work include:
1. T-D based log(t) model for aging prediction, suggesting
logarithmic dependence on time, rather than the conventional
power law expectation.
2. Statistical model evaluation shows that tn model
overestimates the aging and its variance leading to overestimate
lifetime prediction at both device and circuit levels.
3. New log(t) model derived from trapping/de-trapping
theory correctly predicts the aging variability due to the
stochastic nature of the number of available traps.
4. Comprehensive validation of proposed aging models with
statistical device and circuit aging data at 65nm.
The organization of the paper is as follows: Section II
describes the test structure and measurement technique. Section
III presents T-D based aging model, predicting logarithmic
dependence on time and avoiding overly pessimistic lifetime
prediction. Sections IV and V evaluate the new model with
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Fig. 4. Microphotograph of a 65nm test chip (489x332m2),
with 128 PMOS transistors of 4 different aspect ratios.
VSS

3

voltage of a DUT in transistor array is measured by changing
gate voltage to VDD using a pass gate switch. These
measurements are required in order to analyze device to device
statistical aging behavior under constant stress and recovery
operations. Except for the device in measurement, all other
devices are stressed and Vth is measured using constant current
method with a resolution of 0.2mV. Measurement time for each
DUT is less than 0.4ms, minimizing the recovery and giving
accurate aging data. Using these results, we validate the
stochastic nature of NBTI, and derive T-D based log(t) model in
Section III.
III. TRAPPING/DETRAPPING BASED NBTI MODELS
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Fig. 5. Measurement setup: (a) All devices are under stress except
the device under measurement. (b) Vth measurement using
constant current method.

statistical device and circuit aging data at 65nm. Section VI
concludes this paper.
II. TEST STRUCTURE AND MEASUREMENT PRINCIPLE
To analyze aging variability and develop a reliable lifetime
prediction method, we collect statistical device data from a
65nm test chip as shown in Fig. 4 [9]. The test chip is
implemented with 11 metal layer CMOS process, consists of
two identical arrays with 128 PMOS transistors in each array
and switch controller. The gate material is oxy-nitride (SION)
and the EOT = 2.3nm. The white box in Fig. 4 shows the circuit
occupying an area of 489x332μm2. NBTI exhibits significant
recovery on releasing the stress voltage. Even a small stop of the
stress time leads to large recovery, resulting in inaccurate aging
data. Thus minimizing measurement delay is important for
NBTI tests. This is especially challenging for multiple
transistors stressed simultaneously, since obtaining degradation
data by removing stress from all devices leads to a large
measurement error. One solution is to place multiple DUTs on a
chip so that stress periods and threshold voltage measurements
can be conducted in parallel. This approach is very expensive,
requiring a larger area and higher number of ports. Contrary to
parallel measurement method, a parallelized stress period in a
pipeline manner is implemented and Vth measurements for the
DUTs are conducted in this work [9].
Fig. 5 presents the test structure and measurement principle
implemented to extract statistical aging data. All the devices are
stressed at 1.8V and a temperature of 125 oC for 200ks before
collecting statistical aging data. Similarly, recovery in threshold

Traditionally, threshold voltage increase in a PMOS device
is explained by Reaction Diffusion (R-D) theory. According to
this theory, NBTI is caused by interfacial charge generation and
diffusion due to Si-H bond breaking. Hydrogen is released and
diffuses into gate dielectric, generating a positive charge which
causes the shift in threshold voltage. This explanation predicts
classical power law model where Vth shift has the following
relation [2], [5], [16], [17]:
(1)
Vth  k  t n  M
where the time exponent, n, is a function of hydrogen species, k
follows exponential dependence on voltage and temperature,
and M accounts for device variations. The value of n is typically
~0.16. This model well predicts the exponential dependence of
voltage and temperature.
With the advancement of fast measurement capabilities,
several works show the role of charge trapping/de-trapping
mechanism in NBTI degradation [18]-[19]. With the scaling of
technology nodes, trapping and detrapping events leave distinct
measureable signatures. Fig. 3(c) shows the measured Vth of a
device under pure recovery with discrete Vth shifts due to
trapping/de-trapping events, confirming the necessity for T-D
based NBTI models for reliable aging prediction [20]-[22].
According to trapping/de-trapping theory, the traps located
in the gate dielectric or at the silicon interface capture and
re-emit some channel carriers that are responsible for the
current between source and drain of a device [23]-[24]. When a
negative bias is applied to a PMOS device, the trap energy is
modulated. When the traps gain sufficient energy, it may
capture carriers from the channel and thus, reduces the number
of channel carriers. Due to this, the drain current decreases
which is represented as the Vth increase. Similarly when the bias
is relaxed, trapped charges are emitted resulting in Vth recovery
of a device. Trapping/de-trapping of the charge carriers
modulates the local Vth and also acts as a source of scattering,
degrading the mobility. The occupation probability of the trap
to be captured is independent of stress time [15]. The
probability of trapping depends on capture time constant and
that of de-trapping depends on emission time constant. Faster
traps (i.e., shorter capture time constants) have a higher
probability of getting filled as compared to slower traps.
Furthermore, the trap occupation probability increases with gate
bias and temperature. Such statistical nature of traps makes it
complicated to develop a compact aging model.
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where N is the Poisson parameter for trap distribution and p01 is
the trap occupation probability and is given by
1  exp(t /  eq )   e
(6)
p01 (t )  
e c
where 1/τeq=1/τc+1/τe. p01 is a function of stress time (t), capture
and emission time constants (τc and τe). Using Eqs. (5) and (6)
and substituting the distributions for time constants,
10 p min t

1  eu
n(t )   
du
u
10 p max t

(7)

where  is proportional to the number of available traps per
device, stress voltage and temperature. Initial number of
Table I: Summary of R-D and T-D based aging models

Aging
Model

Vth shift

Variation

R-D

M+ktn

n: time exponent

T-D

[A+log(1+Ct)]

  number of traps

IV. STATISTICAL DEVICE AGING ANALYSIS
Statistical aging analysis of devices under BTI stress is
performed on device level degradation data collected from the
test chip described in section II. Accuracy and effectiveness of
long-term prediction by both log(t) and tn models are evaluated
in this section. Silicon data are collected by stressing all PMOS
devices at 1.8V for 200k seconds. Using the aging data, model
parameters for both log(t) and tn models are extracted. Fig. 6(a)
shows the distribution of n and of respective models causing
80
n

 in log(t) model

n in t model

=0.162
=37%

60

Counts

where, p01(dt)=1/τc and p11(dt)=1−p10(dt)=1/τe. τc and τe
represent capture and emission time constants, respectively.
They are dependent on the bias point and temperature. The
values of time constants are determined by [27]:
(3)
 c  10 p (1  e  q )
(4)
 e  10 p (1  e  q )
where p ϵ [pmin, pmax], where pmin and pmax define the time
constants for the fastest and the slowest traps, respectively
(pmin~1 and pmax>10). The logarithmic distribution of time
constants due to uniform distribution of p has been published
[18], [23]-[24]. Parameter q is dependent on trap energy and the
Fermi level, incorporating voltage and temperature dependence.
The average number of occupied traps during the stress
phase is given by:
(5)
n(t )  N . p01 (t , c , e )

available traps accounts for the statistical variation in aging
under BTI. pmax and pmin correspond to fastest and slowest traps,
respectively [15]. By integrating the number of occupied traps
over the stress time and assuming pmin ~ 1 and pmax > 10, the
average number of traps occupied is:
(8)
Vth    A  log1  Ct 
Above equation represent average number of occupied traps
contributing to the overall threshold voltage increase. ΔVth
follows a logarithmic dependence with stress time, instead of
the power law time dependence of tn model. Model parameters
A and C are dependent on trap’s time constants. The variation in
Vth shift is mainly due to whileA and C are relatively
constant for a given process and stress condition.
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The primary assumptions in deriving T-D based models are
on the same lines as random telegraph noise [25]-[29]. Three
primary assumptions in T-D modeling framework are:
 The number of traps in a device is Poisson distributed.
 Capture and emission time constants are uniformly
distributed on the log scale.
 Trap energy is approximated as a U-shape function.
Using these basic trap properties, we aim to develop an
improved compact aging model based on T-D theory that
clearly explains the aging statistics and reduces error in
long-term aging prediction from short-term stress
measurements, assisting robust circuit design at an early stage.
The Vth shift is proportional to the average number of traps
occupied by charge carriers, based on the trap properties,
stressing conditions and stress time. Probability of a trap
capturing a channel carrier and getting occupied in time t is
represented as P01(t). The occupation probability of a trap
getting occupied within small time interval (dt) after a given
time t is written as [21]:
(2)
P01(t  dt )  P01(t ) p11(dt )  P00 (t ) p01(dt )
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=0.75%
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Fig. 6. (a) Parameters n and ϕ extracted from 65nm device data
using tn and log(t) models respectively. (b) Variation in
parameters A and C for log(t) model.
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maximum variation in aging predictions. As tn model predicts,
the mean value of the time exponent is 0.16, but with excessive
variation in its value. This variance in time exponent
complicates the lifetime prediction in a circuit and forces to
guard-band a design in a pessimistic manner. Although also
exhibits variations, the mathematical relation with the stress
time allows lifetime prediction with better stability. Parameters
A and C for log(t) model are almost constant with variance of
<1% across different devices. Fig. 6(b) shows the distribution of
parameter A and C for T-D based log(t) model. Fig. 6(c) shows
the prediction of T-D based log(t) model for 3 different devices
with LSE errors within modeling error range.
Stress time plays an important role in extraction of the model
parameters. It is desirable to extract the model parameters with
minimum cost in terms of stress time. Thus it is important to
evaluate the stability of model parameter with respect to stress
time. Fig. 7 shows the stability of time exponent (n) for tn model
and parameters A,  and C for T-D based log(t) model when
extracted for different stress time. The value of n approaches
0.16 when the stress time used is long enough, which is
consistent with R-D theory prediction. But it exhibits much
higher values when shorter stress time is used. Parameters  A
and C for T-D based log(t) model are considerably stable even
A*

n

0.02
Device 1
Device 2
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WL

Above equation predicts that the aging variability increases with
scaling of technology nodes.
To investigate more details of statistical aging, a single
PMOS device is subjected to continuous stress and recovery
cycle. The device is provided ample recovery time before
stressed again. Similar experiment is performed on 32 devices
on the same chip with the same area to evaluate the aging
randomness. Fig. 9(a) shows the Vth distribution at the end of
first stressing cycle for 32 different devices stressed at 1.8V and
125oC. As the number of initially available traps varies for
different devices, the aging rate follows similar statistics.
However, when the same device undergoes multiple stress and
recovery cycles, initial number of traps will remain same. By
doing this experiment, we eliminate major variation source and
analyze the impact of other trap properties. Fig. 9(b) shows the
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for shorter stress time. Variation in parameter A is shielded by
stability of the parameter . This constant nature of parameters
at different stress time enables accurate aging prediction with
minimum measurement cost.
The randomness in the initial Vth of different PMOS devices
is reflected in the Vth shift under aging. The correlation plot in
Fig. 8(a) shows that ΔVth has almost no correlation with fresh
Vth and device size [30]. The variability in initial Vth (t=0) and
ΔVth decreases as the device size increases. Further evaluation
of variation as a function of device size is conducted, as shown
in Fig. 8(b). The randomness is inversely proportional to the
square root of the transistor area and the variation slope is
0.12μm-1. The relation is given as [10],
0.12um1
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Fig. 8. (a) No correlation between fresh Vth (t=0) and Vth shift. (b)
Decrease in  variation with increase in transistor sizing.
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distribution of threshold voltage at the end of each 36 stress
cycle for a single device. The mean of Vth is roughly same, but
the variance reduces significantly. This deviation in Vth for the
same device shows the stochastic nature of capture and emission
time constants, which is not as significant as  that represents
the initial number of available traps. This statistical property
confirms the stability of parameters A and C in log(t) model,
which are functions of trap’s time constants (τc and τe).
Furthermore, Fig. 10(a) evaluates the mean of all 36 stress
cycles for 32 devices, concurring with the mean and standard
deviation for the first cycle. The variation in parameter 
dominates the aging statistics over other parameters, which is
well demonstrated in Fig. 10b.
With a concrete validation of T-D based log(t) model for
aging mean and variance, we focus on the impact on aging
statistics on long-term device-level prediction. Conventionally,
aging models are calibrated by collecting complete set of silicon
data at different voltages and temperatures. Accumulating such
a complete and accurate set of data for a very long time is
expensive process. Due to time constraints, silicon data are
collected for a short-term measurement operation. Leveraging
this short-term data set aging model is calibrated and using these
calibrated models, lifetime of circuit is extrapolated. Based on
the aging prediction, circuits are designed with proper guard
banding to ensure robust operation for the lifetime. It is thus
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Fig. 11. Model prediction of mean of Vth for 200k seconds using
the model parameters extracted from time<20k seconds.

essential to evaluate the effectiveness of T-D based log(t) model
with conventional tn model for long-term prediction. In order to
validate and compare trapping/de-trapping theory, two
approaches are considered. In first approach, we first extract
model parameters for tn and log(t) model from statistical stress
data collected for short time, i.e., <20k seconds for individual
Vth shift of 32 transistors. The average value of the extracted
parameters is used to predict long-term degradation for a stress
time of 200k seconds. These model predictions are then
compared with actual silicon data from 20k to 200k seconds.
Fig. 11 shows the mean of Vth prediction by tn model that
overestimates the degradation by 40% (case-1). In second
approach, Vth shift of 32 stressed devices is averaged and this
mean for stress time <20k seconds is used to calibrate tn model.
The calibrated model used for long-term prediction (200k
seconds) overestimates Vth shift by 17% (case 2). This
over-prediction is due to the high sensitivity of tn model to time
exponent. The value of time exponent extracted from a shorter
stress time is higher than expected 0.16 (Fig.7) which results in
prediction error at higher stress time. log(t) model accurately
predicts the silicon behavior at higher stress time due to stability
of model parameters.
As discussed previously, aging variability plays an important
role for reliable design. Similar to mean, evaluation of variance
10
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Fig. 12. Model prediction of variance of Vth for 200k seconds
using the model parameters extracted from time<20k seconds. tn
model overestimates variance by 260%.
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Fig. 13. T-D based model well predicts the statistical Vth shift for
200ks and matches the measurement aging data.

for both models (Fig. 12) are done by both approaches. The
variance of Vth predicted by tn model by following first
approach overestimates sigma by 260%. Such a large deviation
of variance complicates the design protection strategies leading
to overly pessimistic solutions. An empirical tn model can be
fitted by first estimating the variance from silicon data for
smaller stress time (second approach), shown as dashed line in
Fig. 12. Such approach gives better matching but fails to show
the variance of model parameters. The log(t) model accurately
captures the increase of both mean and variance with longer
stress time. The variation is mainly attributed to the randomness
in parameter ϕ, which is proportional to the fluctuation in
number of available traps. Other model parameters (A and C) do
not suffer high variation. The variation in parameter ϕ has only
linear impact on Vth shift making it more reliable than
conventional tn model. Fig. 13 presents the distribution of
measured ΔVth after stress time of 200k and ΔVth prediction
using model parameters extracted from 20k. The logarithmic
model from T-D theory correctly estimates the mean and
variance of Vth shift, since degradation is less sensitive to model
parameter variation from tn model. The T-D model accurately
predicts variability in aging due to variability in traps per
device. The statistical aging analysis completed in this section
helps localize critical model parameters that cause error in
statistical lifetime prediction. The logarithmic modeling
framework based on trapping/de-trapping theory enables
efficient extraction of model parameters using short-term
measurements and accurately predicts long-term statistical
device aging.

2

log(t) RMS error:
RO1 = 0.57%
RO2 = 0.69%
3

10

4

10

10

Time (s)
Fig. 14. Model predictions of RO frequency shift. T-D based log(t)
model well captures frequency shift.

devices in ring oscillator being stressed are thin oxide devices,
while other devices are thick oxide. Thus, the measured
frequency degradation of ring oscillators is immune to
peripheral devices aging. To get accurate frequency shift due to
aging, two identical ring oscillators (RO) are used, of which one
RO is stressed and the other RO acts as a reference source.
Difference between reference and aged RO generates a beat
frequency giving accurate degradation results by eliminating the
mismatch and possible degradation of peripheral components.
Statistical measurements of 80 RO are accompanied with BTI
recovery due to changing stress conditions. To extract accurate
aging data, unwanted BTI recovery due to stress interruption is
eliminated with s order measurements while frequency shift
measurement resolution is as low as 0.07%. Using these
accurate and efficient aging results, we perform statistical
analysis on circuit aging data.
The ring oscillator is stressed at 2.0V at room temperature for
10k seconds. Aging data for initial 10k seconds is used to
extract the model parameters for both tn and log(t) model. Based
on these model parameters, frequency shift for ring oscillator is
predicted in Fig. 14 for two different ROs. As compared with
silicon data, both tn model and T-D based log(t) model well
predict the frequency degradation. With the increase in the
stress time, the overestimation of tn model over actual data
increases, similar as seen from the device data. Distributions of
n

24

n in t model for RO

60

 in log(t) model
for RO

=0.12
= 18% 40

Counts

V. STATISTICAL CIRCUIT AGING ANALYSIS
With thorough understanding of aging statistics for devices,
we analyze randomness in circuit degradation with stress time.
This degradation of circuit performance is used to further
evaluate the effectiveness of trapping/de-trapping based log(t)
model and tn model. To validate T-D theory in circuit aging,
statistical aging data from 80 ring oscillators at 65nm bulk
CMOS process, which is a different fabrication technology than
process used for 65nm device characterization (Fig. 4) [31]. As
the technology is not high-K metal gate, the concerns of positive
bias temperature instability (PBTI) is nullified. The PMOS

RO1
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= 25%
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Fig. 15. Model parameters n and ϕ extracted using 65nm data for
ring oscillators for tn and log(t) models.
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derived from the T-D theory correctly predicts nominal
long-term Vth shift and the variability. log(t) model also
correctly captures mean and aging variance in 65 nm ring
oscillators. In summary, T-D based log(t) model provides
accurate statistical aging prediction for reliable design practice.
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Fig. 16. Lower variation in T-D based lifetime prediction of a
ring oscillator using the three test cases for discrete devices
shown in Fig. 1(a).
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